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Art class tackles
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Battling the blaze

Students design campus entrances
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A San Jose firefighter climbs the roof a burning house near SJSU. The San Jose Fire Depart ’tient suspects arson.

Fire investigators suspect arson in six downtown fires
By E. Mark Moreno
Daily staff writer
San Jose firefighters battled six blazes near
the SJSU campus early Wednesday morning
that investigators say were deliberately set.
The fires broke out every 10 minutes in
downtown San Jose. leaving four people injured, about nine families homeless and causing
more than $250010 in damage.
Five Victorian -style apartments, a house and
a car were all seriously damaged between 2:30
a.m. and 4:30 a.m., according to San Jose Fire
Capt. Dennis Madigan. The fires were strung
out from First Street to 10th Street near Santa
Clara Street. Madigan said.
Four people were injured when they jumped
from a second -story window to safety, accord-
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ing to SJFD reports \ San Jose fire captain ,
also injured during the tire outbreaks.
The first fire broke out at about .’.311 a.m. at
351 N. Third St. The two-story A’ictorian apartment house suffered an estimated S20.000 in
damage. said Si H) battalion chief Jim Allen.
who was at the scene.
An additional $2.5011 in damages resulted
front a fire 111.11 0/W.111111:d neW car parked in
front of the but Wing . Madigan said.
About 45 minutes Loci . flames partially destroyed another two- sties \ wtorian-stylc apartment at 435 South 10th Si A woman who lived
there ss as rescued ii firetighteis and taken to a
Santa Clara Valley Red Cross temporary shelter. Damage in the second hlaie was estimated
at about $100.000. Madigan said.

meetings than independenti..
There has been too great an emphasis placed on filing lawsuits as a
way of solving problems concerning
the Rec Center and the tour elminated sports.
The RFAI.-dominated A S has
taken too confrontational a stance on

Hick. a former REAL member who
lost a bid for the party’s presidential
it nnination last year. **I think the
Ilall1C carries a lot of baggage.’’
Early election maneuvering this
semester was marked by several key
defections from the REAL party.
Scott Santandrea, director of
sponsored programs. decided to run
for president after tieing denied the
party’s top spot Jim Walters, direc
liiiit ;icadeinic at lairs. also left

’REAL has been around a long time. I
think the name carries a lot of baggage’
John

Hielt,

Former REAL member

issues, opting too often to do battle
instead of seeking negotiations.
some imposed
But obstacles
from the well -organized REAL party
and some that are inherent to any instand in the way of
dependent
victory.
Almost a whole slate of independent candidates will face 15 REAL
candidates in the March 5 and 9 elections.
"REAL has been around a long
time. Some say too long," said John

REA!. to run as independent for vice
president citing disagreements with
party officials.
Additionally. Jeff Re:thin and M.
Kevin Couch filed as independents
after they were passed up for spots
on the RFAI. slate they desired, they
said. Couch dropped out of the race
altogether last week .
To many independents, REAL
represents the opposition as well as
an actual issue they plan to use in the
See INDEPENDENTS, page 3

Since then, buildings base iii
structed the elms mill and inn lbuted to the uniseisity s istial ’ identity crisis," he said
For the three imliensional design
project. Champion’s students diose
entry points as di else is lie Sc
enth Street park lug
Science Building. and the Res Center.
The most interesting aspect about
the designs ss Lie the monuments anti
structures chosen as symbols.
Twent -foot light bulbs. huge in
angles. a peace sign. large granite
blocks supported hs sts lied statues
of SJSV students. and Once laiye
tubes leading into the campus weic
fest of the more creative monuments.
Design materials included wood,
foam rubber. cotton balls. tubber
tubing and even Leggin.
One of the more ambitious models
was constructed by (icon Nixon. a
senior majoring in art. Nixon’s
model consisted of a large peace sign
See ART. ba.

Workshop teaches aspiring student stars
how to succeed in show business job market
Ity And Nyst
Daily stall writer
For those aspiring television and
movie stars who aren’t sure host to
get started on the road to success.
actor I.ee Kopp will share his knowledge in a workshop Saturday at
SJSU.
Kopp, an SJSU alumnus. retunis
to campus with 15 years of acting
experience to conduct the seminar.
’How to Get Started in Show Business
or How to Act and Fat at the
Same Time.
The workshop focuses mainly on
the business side of a working actor.
Kopp touches on such areas as finding an agent, preparing a resume and

REAL members detail student concerns;
prepare unified force against independents
By Mary R. Callahan
Daily staff writer
Candidates for Associated Students offices started campaigning in
earnest this week, and the issues of
this year’s election have slowly
begun to crystallize.
Not surprisingly, the Responsible
Alliance party’s agenda closely reflects the concerns addressed this
year by the RFAI.-dominated student government.
The A.S. resolved earlier this
month to make child care a high
priority for the remainder of the semester.
Following suit, the number -one
priority on the REA!. Party’s lu,endl
is child care, candidates say.
The A.S. hoard, in cooperation
with SJSU President Gail Fullerton.
has identified X0,000 square feet of
land. where Spartan City was formerly located, for a new childcare
facility’. said Jennifer Jo Kessler. director ot student rights and responsibilities and REAl.’s presidential
nominee.
Kessler, who is also chairman of
the university childcare committee.
said she intends to continue the committee’s work on proposals for timn-

Twenty-foot light
bulbs, a peace sign
and three large
tubes leading into
the campus were a
few of the creative
monuments.

Alumnus helps actors

A.S. candidates focus on campaign issues;
make child care, parking priorities in election

Diverse independents combine forces, experience
in attempt to loosen ’dominant’ rival party grip
By Shelby Grad
Daily staff writer
A fraternity member. A former
wrestling coach. A residence hall adviser. A man with AIDS.
They’re not the kind of people one
would typically see together grabbing lunch at the Student Union or
drinking beet at the pub.
But politics and an almost universal disdain for what the Responsible
Alliance (REA’ .1 party stands for
has placed them on the same side of
the fence as independent candidates
in the upcoming Associated Students
elections.
Their presence in sonic observers’
minds represents the greatest threat
ever faced by REM., which has
dominated SJSU politics for three
years.
To hear the independents tell it,
the time could not be more ripe for
REAL’s ouster. Students are tired of
lawsuit -obthis confrontational.
sessed party and wants the kind of
leadership that the independent candidates offer, they insist.
The case against REAL centers
around three main points:
The A.S. is run in a partisan
manner with REAL members given
better treatment at hoard of directors

less than 10 minutes later, SJED was called
to a two-alarm blive at M() Fifth Si. and consumed part of the I ii -story Victorian apartment
building. Madigan said 10 to Ix people \\Vie
esasuated. Damage was estimated at S10.000.
he Sink!
WIll1111 another ten minutes. more burning
erupted. Flames licked the stairs of the two
stiir Viotti Ian house at 179 N Ninth St., trap
pine !Mee people oil the second floth
(the of the house’s residents who escaped to
%dos . John Cantu. went out to the backy ard to
get his (lily sler Cot doba and drove it around to
the side of the building. The three lumped 15 to
20 feet to salets. using the car to tweak then
fall. Capt. Madigan said.
See ARSO\ . bat k paxt

By Joel Beers
Daily ate writer
The entrance to SJSU resembles
Gertrude Stein’s quote about Oakland. "There is no there there.’’
While Stein was referring to Oakland’s lack of civic character, the absence of any monument or memorial
marking SJSU’s front entrance contributes to the campus’ lack of visual
character, according to university instructor Wayne Champion.
Students in Champion’s Art 13
lass. Three -Dimensional Concepts.
iecently dealt with the campus entrance question by devising and constructing scaled models of imaginary
entrances.
The project was intended as an
exercise for students to become acquainted v, ith three-dimensional design.
Class members were asked to decide where the front entrance to campus is. and to design a monument
that would symbolize the university..
While the student’s efforts ended
in the classroom and will not be examined by university administrators.
the project did give students an opportunity to devise an imaginary solution to a real question: just where
is the campus entrance?
An instructor at SJSU since the
I 950s. Champion said this was one
of his pet projects, because he remembers a time when the school’s
president could stand in Tower Hall
and have an unobstructed view of the
San Jose mayor in the old City Hall.
At that time. Champion said, the
university had a definite entry point.
leading directly to the lawn in front
of Tower Hall.

dation sponsorship, thelininiary designs for the two proposed buildings
and recommendations for changes in
the campus master plan required to
move forward with the project.
’We want to keep working on
child care to malse sure that it he

mining the pertiii mine union
others.
Choosing to he an Ago’ is sillof
like starting a hie, Mess. he s.111.1
**You are youi o \111 plodlls I. .1111.1
you have to 111.11ket \
After gradtianny lilt S.1‘,I.
tinaw ai
Kopp was
how to break 111111 111411C,s11/11.11 .!
Mg, and had to lind things out loi
himself
Although the diama comm... Kopp
took at S.ISI were helpful to In, ca
reef-, he said hieing in the actual nth
market is the hest way to leaiii the
trade.
Over this seats. Kopp has seen
Si, ill h’KS/i()P, bark pill!.
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said.
The party is ottei ne issi, solution,
for commuting students
The A S is alteads negotiatith.
\\ Ili the cit, ot S,tit Jose a immos,ii
that would enable students to ti ’,iiii
buses lily where vs ith in a Ilse mile
radius of the schools and tide 1111
free, Kessler said
The ctly .1111% ernment likes the idea
of student !lash passes." she said
The question 111151 1111(1e1 WIls1111:1

The number-one priority on the REAL
Party’s agenda is child care, candidates
say.
comes a reality.’ she said. "I would
hate to see that vision he lost and all
that work go to waste.’’
The party also envisions programs
that support students’ use of alternative transportation in order to alleviate campus parking problems.
"We have such a land -impacted
campus that we really can’t build another parking garage." said Ron
Lynch, REAL’s candidate for site
president.
SJSU is not slated for a new garage for six years anyway, lynch

mum regards the annual lee the A.S.
would pay to the city in exchange for
students’ free bus tw el
REM. membei . also propose extension of the light tail s!, stem down
San Carlos Street to SJSU and be
yond the Santa Clam County
Fairgrounds. loynch said
Party candidates also Nalli It) tui ther the current administration’s et
forts to improve education tot ethnic
minonties and raise then retention
rates.
See RE.41 page .1
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Say it ain’t so

Campus Voice

Voters want officials
to serve their terms
Rands Hogan is a classifier for the Worker’s
Comp. ens-alien Bureau of California and a regular
reader of the Spartan Daily.
"You can’t believe what a politician says on the
campaign trail," or so the saying goes. There’s
much to be said for thatread my lips. But the
one promise a voter should expect to be kept is one
that is never stated, only implied: A person
running for and subsequently elected to a political
position will fill that position.
Last month United States Sen. Pete Wilson
announced that he will run for California governor
in 1990. This announcement came almost three
months to the day after Wilson’s re-election to the
Senate. Not bad, three months down, five years
and nine months to go.
Imagine the naivete of the supporters who
donated their time, energy and money to Wilson’s
campaign, expecting to be rewarded by six years
of representation. But much more valuable than
time, energy or money is the vote. Each person is
allowed only one, and in most cases the decision
on where it is to be spent is made with some
degree of thought and conviction. It b, betrayal of
the people’s vote of confidence to participate in the
election of a candidate only to have that person
leave the post.
It is understandable for officials to resign a
post due to health reasons or personal reasons, or
even due to an appointment to another public
position. It’s the Wilsons of the political world who
raise my irethose who effectively discard the
voters decree to further their own ambitions.
But do we have the right to limit politicians’
"advancement opportunities?" Obviously, the
answer is no. However, we should not have to pay
for that quest. Imagine going to your boss to ask
for a week off from from work to look for
another position. Not vacation, not sick
leavepaid time off. Now, take this one step
further to the politicians’ level. Tell that boss that
for the next year or so, you’ll be at work from time
to time while you’re out looking for work
elsewhere. Of course you’ll expect full pay and
benefits, and if your search is unsuccessful, you’ll
demand the right to return and expect no one to
hold it against you. You may feel secure in your
job hut no one is that valuable.
Two simple rules would eliminate this problem:
Require elected officials to complete one half of
their term prior to announcing their candidacy for
another position. As a provision of this rule, the
accepting of campaign contributions would be
prohibited prior to the announcement of candidacy.
This would not change the representation provided
the constituents by much, as today a vast portion
of the second half of a term is usually devoted to
re-election campaigning.
The second rule would require elected officials
to resign their position if they chose to run prior to
the half-term restriction described above. If these
rules were adopted, an elected official would still
be free to run for another office, but not at the
same expense to the voter. Constituents would be
guaranteed at least some full-time representation
or be able to elect a replacement.
The goal of the proposed restrictions is simple:
Provide constituents with full-time representation
by the official they elected. While the campaign
rhetoric may fly in all directions, let’s make sure
that that one implied promise is kept.

Sean
Mulcaster

CampusCampus crimes lack creativity
SJSU attracts the
small-time hoods
this semester
Reporters are often accused of
reporting the mundane, but
sometimes its not our fault.
For instance, reporting crime
sounds interesting, but at SJSU its
purely small time.
The campus criminals show a
real lack of creativity and ambition.
Any week of underworld events
recorded on the UPD log reveals
this dilemma.
Thieves opened up this week by
preying on one of our librarians.
Poor 49 -year -old Cecelia
Mullen, from Clark Library, had her
car burgled Monday. Her car battery
and stereo was taken, leaving her
with a S400 loss. That’s a lot of time
in the stacks to earn that much.
The campus mob hit a teen-age
bike rider later that night.
Douglas Kester, a 19 -year -old
student, had his bike stolen from the
south side of Hugh Gillis Hall.
The thief, or thieves, worked
under the glaring light emitted from
the pole where the bike was locked.

Greg Juarez was arrested and
booked by UPD for exposing
himself.
The next one also involves men
and women in conflict. No students
were involved, but it’s worth
mentioning.
Apparently, Oliver Herning
picked the wrong victims Saturday.
He accosted three women.
(Personally, I have trouble with
Daniel Vasquez one.)
He struck dile with a piece of
plywood and another with his hand.
Now, that is action.
The women would not stand for
Next, we get into some bigger
it, nor stand still.
stakes. Breaking and entering.
They chased the suspect down
assistant
Graham,
Greg
basketball coach, reported to the Margaret Street, near Sixth Street,
right
into the view of UPD officers.
UPD that some mysterious persons
Hem ing was arrested and booked
had gained access to the SPX
building and tried prying open the for assault with a deadly weapon.
No word on his pride.
doors of rooms 14 and 15.
What does all of this add up to?
The ambitious attempts were
Well, one of two things.
unsuccessful, but to the would-be
SJSU truly has the city’s finest
heistcr’s credit, at least $10 in
guarding our campus, thus deterring
damages was incurred.
the big-time criminals, or we attract
Now for some sex.
A female student was returning the small -cheese hoodlums who just
to her West Hall dormroom when can’t cut it on the downtown streets.
In either case, it sure makes it
she was approached by a non student visitor Sunday. The 27 -year- difficult to do my job.
Broadcasting might be easier....
old man made a few suggestive
Dan Vasquez is a Spartan Daily
queries before revealing his
staff writer.
intentions.

Letters Policy

readers.
Your ideas, comments, criticisms and suggestions are encouraged.
All letters may be edited for length or libel, and the Daily reserves the right to limit the number of letters
on a given topic. Letters should bear the writer’s name, major, phone number and class level. Letters can
be delivered to the Daily office on the second floor of Dwight Bente! Hall
or to the Student Union information desk.
The Spartan Daily would like to hear from youour

would have been easy to loathe
ItSteve Garvey for all the years he
inflicted pain on my favorite
National League team, the Giants.
As a hated Dodger or a Padre, when
Garvey came to bat, I always refrained
from joining the raucous howls that
shrilled throughout the worst stadium in
all of baseball, Candlestick Park.
The man with Popeye-esque forearms
and a face that could adorn a can of hair
spray, let me and the rest of this country
down.
You might consider sitting down or
bracing yourself: the well coiffed Garvey,
it has been alleged, is the father of two
,
children out of wedlock.
Another athlete, who we all thought led
an exemplary life, has let us down.
Ninety percent of the professional
athletes in this country involve themselves
with selfless causes. Unfortunately, we
don’t hear enough about Dave Stewart of
the A’s giving $100,000 of his own money
to start a youth program or Michael Carter
and Pierce Holt of the 49ers giving toys
away during the holidays.
Instead, we read about players being
admitted to Betty Ford’s place and
ex-NBA player George Gervin being
rushed to the hospital for an overdose.
TV told me Wade Boggs asked his
mistress not to wear panties when she
went to the ball park because he hit better.
And Garvey, whose virility was
questioned by his ex-wife Cindi, had his
rating on the affability index sink to an
all-time low with an ignominious response
about financial responsibility.
What’s worse, he’s still considering
himself a devout Christian who would like
to pursue a career in politics.
I always refrained from being a boobird when Garvey was a player, but now
the gig is up, Steve.. No longer will we
see your picture gracing the cover of
People magazine, and even if I was a
Republican, I wouldn’t vote for you.
Steve Garvey has given new meaning
to what it’s like to be out at home plate.
You might say he forgot his glove.
Sean Mulcaster is the Sports Editor.

Attention, Artists!
Are you handy with a pen? Do you have an
interest in politics or social issues? Do you like to
draw editorial cartoons or
standard illustrations?
Anyone interested in contributing either political
cartoons or arranging to draw specific illustratians
for stories on a case -by -case basis, contact
either Denise Zapata, editor-in -chief, or
Leah Pets, forum page editor

at 924-3280.

Letters to the Editor
Have a beer
Editor,
Having read Paul Goeltz’s letter
on Wednesday responding to
manager Steve Doo’s remarks, I
must take issue with some of Mr.
Goeltz’s points.
No one should take anything
away from Mr. Goeltz concerning
the volume and variety of bands he
brought to the Pub; some, not all,
could be consdered "haphazard
garage bands" by anyone.
How does Mr. Goa/. know "the
Pub made more money" while he
was there? Does he have access to
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such records’? Let’s see some
numbers, Paul.
Spice to life is important, but
when running a business, isn’t
catering to the majority of the
clientele the most important thing
on a manager’s mind? You do mean
"spice" as a synonym for "variety,"
right Mr. Goeltz? "Variety" as in
having Kooch Bahar play three
consecutive Thursdays?
As to Mr. Goeltz’s question about
local media support, no one who
works currently in the Pub has the
vast connection of local band
networking, including Rebecca
Smith at the Metro and Dave
Plotnikoff of the Mercury News, as

did Mr. Goeltz. The bands that play
here aren’t personal friends of the
employees.
As for the Pub being dead, 1
haven’t seen you in the Pub lately,
Mr. Goeltz, so how would you
know? What about some spice to
your life?
Jessica Wol pm an
Senior
Psychology
Jim Bricker
Senior
Creative Arts

Increase coverage
Editor,

SEcuRervit

ARGUMENTS

CHALLENGES .
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February is the month designated
to honor the accomplishments of
African -Americans. The SJSU
campus has held numerous
worthwhile
African
Awareness/Black History events:
Greek Show weekend, Preston
Worthy, speaking on "Youth and
the Community" and Black
Recruitment Day, just to name a
few.
The Spartan Daily, however, has
chosen to ignore these positive
events and focus its attention of the
negative. This is evident through
your questionable coverage of
Shelby Steele, whose ideas do not
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represent the majority of the
African -American community.

this campus to help establish
educational equity, or the separation
of Jane Fonda and Tom Hayden. (a
story that ran the day after Black
Recruitment Day)?

I am especially appalled at the
"coverage" Black Recruitment Day
received. A Spartan
Daily
representative was at Black
Recruitment Day 1989 and took
several pictures. The only picture
the Spartan Daily used, however,
was of high school students
receiving free condoms.

The Spartan Daily is supposed to
be a forum to report significant
events that take place on the SJSU
campus. Let us work toward
accomplishing that goal.

In my opinion, the Spartan Daily
must re-evaluate events they deem
newsworthy. Which is more
importantBlack Recruitment Day
1989, one of the major events on

Martin Evans
Coordinator, Black Recruitment
Day 1989
Outreach Advist,’
Student Affirmative Action

WHAT IS YOUR’
VERDICr otst
OUvER NOR1’I4 ?
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A report on the candidates’ road to victory

IFC declines to endorse A.S. presidential candidates
’Greeks want to
avoid being
labeled as either
independents or
REAL
supporters.’
Alex

Alanis,

IFC president

By Mary R. Callahan
Daily staff writer
The Intra-Fraternity Council surprised some political observers Monday, when it declined to endorse either of SJSU’s candidates for
president of the Associated Students.
But both candidates view the decision as a win.
Scott Santandrea. an independent
presidential candidate and a member
of Alpha Tau Omega frateni it . and
Jennifer Jo Kessler, the Responsible
Alliance’s presidential nominee.
presented speeches at the IFC meeting in hopes of gaining the group’s
political support.
However, the council voted
against endorsing either candidate
and decided instead to encourage all
students to vote in the upcoming
election, IFC President Alex Alanis

said.
One of the presidential aspirants
had approached the IF(’ and asked
for an endorsement, Alanis said in
an interview.
He would not say which candidate
it was.
Though candidate endorsement is
not standard practice for the IFC, the
group was originally receptive to the
idea. prpovided both candidates
were given an opportunity to express
their SieWS, he said.
But after Kessler and Santandrea
had addressed the council and answered questions on their campaign
agendas, fraternity representatives
decided against an endorsement.
The IFC does not want to tell its
constituents how to vote, Alanis
said. Additionally. Greeks want to
avoid being labeled as either inde-

Independents gear up for election next week
From page I
race.
Independents take heart in the victories of Kimberly Scow and Mark
Murillo against REAL last year.
They successfully won the election
against REAL opponents in part by
criticizing things about the A.S. they
didn’t like.
"Mark worked hard. That’s how
he got it." said Santandrea. who
said he will take a grassroots approach to the campaign.
However, the fact that some independents were once associated with
REAL may make it difficult for them
to successfully attack the system.

As an ATO member and an active
Some independents. including
Realini, said they may support some iiasion between greeks and the AS..
he expects the fraternity vote to go
REAL candidates.
Santandrea said he had criticized his way.
REAL policies in private. but had
He said his work on the special alhoped he could change the party
from the inside if he had been nomi- locations committee will help him
get SJSU club members to Sow for
nated for president.
"I never really felt like a member him; his work on the Joe West Hall
of the REAL party," Santandrea volleyball courts will help him with
dorm residents.
said.
However, some of the issues he
A key problem independents say
iei.vs as important, such as child they face is the problem of name recposithe
REAL
care, are similar to
ognition.
tion.
Nonetheless. Santandrea plans to
More than 15 REAL candidates
run on his A.S. record.
are passing out campaign literature
that list all the candidates on the
slate. Independents who have campaign flyers will likely pertain only

REAL: Agenda set
From page /
"We have seen and identified rich
diversity at SJSU, said Arneze
Washington, the party’s candidate
for director of communications.
The board has funded and supported campus FAlucational Equity
and Outreach programs designed to
recruit minority students. Kessler
said. The programs also address the
under-representation
of
ethnic
groups in university faculty, she
said.
Many campus programs are impacted or nearly impacted, and there
is room for new instructors to be
brought in. according to Washington.
"We would like to suggest to Gail
Fullerton that there needs to be a
greater awareness of the need to recruit (teachers) from ethnic minorities." Washington said.
It’s easy for minority students to
set goals, he said, "but in many

cases they aren’t reached because the
students don’t have any empirical
evidence that it’s possible."
Minority instructors could serve
as mentors and role models for minority students and help them make
it to graduation, he said.
"We need to keep those students
in school so that they can come and
teach here," Lynch said.
.
Washington also reiterated the
party’s stated philosophy of representing all SJSU students and
opening student government to all
segments of the campus community.
REAL candidates include conservatives and liberals, blacks. Asians
and Caucasians. men and women,
gays and heterosexuals. Greeks, athletes and representatives from student housing, Washington said.
"The goal of the REAL party is to
represent the student body at large."
he said. "We believe in the motto
that a vote for the REAL party is a
vote for diversity and progress."

SpartaGuide
TO D A
Catholic Newman Community:
Daily Lenten mass, Tenth and San
Carlos Streets. For more information
call 298-0204.
Campus Ministry Center: Bible
study. noon. S.U. Montalvo Room.
For more information call 298-0204.
Financial Management Association: Speaker: David White. 5 p.m.,
’S.U. Costanoan Room. For infomialion call 270-1967.

to their race.
While stressing that they are not
running as a team, independents
Heckle Si’,, Scott Lane, Dave Fuller
and Santandrea. are showing up as a
team at different clubs and fraternities to introduce themselves.
Santandrea maintained that his
campaign material will only pertain
to the presidential race, but said
some independents may join together to create "anti -REAL" literature.
But while the four candidates may
have found enough in common to
campaign together, the larger independent movement in this election
has little else in common than that
they are not pan of REAL.

Career Planning & Placement:
Government employment in the
1990’s, 12:30 p.m.. S.U. Umunhum
Room. For more information call
924-6033.

in, said Leigh Kirmsse, director of
California state affairs and the party’s majority leader, in an interview
last week.
"It’s a definite win, a signal to me
that I’m supporting the needs of the
fraternities." said Kessler, director
of students rights and responsibilities.
Fraternity representatives were
probably leaning toward Santandrea
when the meeting started. Kessler
said. But the council’s failure to endorse Santandrea implies that she
was able to "turn some votes
around." she said.
Both candidates were asked questions regarding their views, but "I
just answered them more effectively," she said.
Despite his satisfaction with the
council’s vote, however. Santandrea
feels the questioning process was unfair, he said.
"It was kind of an ambush," he
said.
Kessler was asked only to clarify a
few of her remarks on an informal
basis, Santandrea said, but he was
presented with a list of prepared
questions by Paul Scott, a fraternity
member who was recently considered for a spot on the REAL party
ticket, he said.
Scott was unavailable for comment.

$5.74
THAT’S ALL

rr

COSTS!

ONE TRIP THRU LEAF’S SALAD BAR
& YOU’LL SEE WHAT WE MEAN.
IT’S ALL YOU CAN EAT
& IT’S GOOD FOOD.

Students Faculty Staff
Buy IBM" PS/2’ Personal Computers
at Special Discounts!
IBM Personal System/2’ computers are now
available at special educational discounts to students, faculty, and staff of San lose State University.
From the durable, full -function IBM PS/2 Model 25,
to the powerful IBM PS/2 Model SO 386, IBM PS/2
computers combine integrated, total system design
with advanced graphics for a wide range of applied tions.

l5l’

.111

For information call
Derek Cordon,
our student representative
for San lose State University

IN THE PAVILION SHOPS
OVERLOOKING 1st STREET
10% DISCOUNT TO VALID
SALAD BAR $6.37
S.J. STATE STUDENTS AND STAFF.
JUST PRESENT ID. TO CASHIER
OFFER VALID MONDAY - SATURDAY II:30-5:00PM

TOP VIDEO
CD CENTER & MOVIE RENTAL

LARGE SELECTION OF VIDEO & CD’S

PHOTO &SOUND

293-9610

Associated Students Election
Board: A.S. Election Forum, 11:30
a.m.. S.U. Upper Pad. For more information call 924-8392.
Career Planning & Placement:
Co-op Orientation, S.U. Almaden
Room. For more information call
924-6033.

pendent,. or REAL supporters. he
said.
Santandrea, currently director of
sponsored programs, expected the
IFC to vote as it did, he said.
Alanis told him that the IFC was
in a "damned if they do, damned if
they don’t" situation. Santandrea
said.
If the IFC had endorsed Santandrea, students would say fraternity
representatives were "kowtowing to
one of their own," Santandrea said.
And if Kessler had won the endorsement, representatives would be denying support to someone they knew
deserved to win, he said.
"I think I won out on this," Santandrea said.
Six or seven fraternity houses
pledged their support to him after the
meeting, Santandrea said.
Nonetheless, REAL Party members view the decision as a win for
Kessler.
Santandrea was originally expected to be the REAL’s presidential
candidate, party members said earlier this month.
But last week party leaders decided to cast their votes for Kesssler,
REAL members reported.
The party believes so strongly in
Kessler’s qualifications and experience that it was willing to give up the
Greek votes Santandrea could bring
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Meet the Candidates...Get the
Issues and the Answers

When You Need A
Study Break
First Movie FREE with SJSU I.D.
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Die Hard
U2 Rattle& Hum
Young Guns
287-7625
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Bull Durham
Suspect

CALL NOW TO RESERVE
YOUR FAVORITE

TODAY
A.S Election Board

Candidate Forum
" B9
Student Union-Upper Pad
Thursday March 2, 11:30 a.m.
funded by Associated Students

245 E. Santa Clara St. San Jose

FREE SANDWICH
Buy one of greater or equal value and get the second free

ekeTie)
3. 2
America’s Best Dremed SandwichVALID
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80 E San Carlos Street, Between 2nd & 3rd
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Local theater produc s rare, controversial play
I .

lark Moreno

:om time to time, a hidden
.I of the Nazis’ atrocities during
War II becomes known to the
I.
.A
I he Third Reich’s slaughter of
Jews has been depicted in film,
television, and numerous books and
articles. Most of us are well
acquainted with that sad episode of
Hitler’s
Germany.
Martin
Sherman’s
I 9 7 9
13 road wa
play
"Bent" not only gained actor
Richard Gerc a measure of notoriety,
it also portrayed the plight of
homosexuals caught up in the Nazis’
.:rand plan of extermination.
Now, City Lights Theater in
downtown San Jose draws attention
ihe issue with its production of
! miming through March 18.

Theater
Review

With its scenes of
male nudity and
eroticism, ’Bent’ is
; not for the narrow
minded.
I lie play begins one morning
during the decadent days of pre Nazi Berlin. Rudy (John Grady), a
.-abaret dancer, complains about his
lover Max’s drinking and drug
habits. Max (Steven Weddle),
suffering from a severe hangover,
can’t figure out how the bruises on
his arms and legs appeared. Rudy
es plains that Max was pushed to
the ground by a waiter after
propositioning thc man.
Suddenly, Max discovers that in
his stupor he brought home a "little
storm trooper" (Andy Felsinger).
traipsing naked into the room, the
muscular storm trooper, Wolf,
mfornis a stunned Max that "Last
night was good." Max has no idea
Wolf
_ :There is a knock at the door. Rudy
and Max, behind on the rent, are
worried that it’s their landlord.
.What they find is two Nazi soldiers
looking for Wolf. That night in
history is known as thc "Night of
Long Knives," when Heinrich
111111mb:f.’s SS men killed many
homosexual storm troopers at the
,iart of Hitler’s reign.
After that scene, Rudy and Max

go into hiding as the Nazis begin to
hunt down and arrest gays. The two
are seized while camping in a forest
and made to wait on a train bound
for Dachau concentration camp.
However, during a torturous,
disturbing scene that follows, they
become separated.
Max ends up in the concentration
camp where he befriends and falls in
love with a man who wears a pink
triangular patch, which denotes
homosexuality. Max and Horst
(Todd Meeks) develop a strong,
intimate relationship in the midst of
the Holocaust. It is the strength of
this union which ultimately drives
the lovers to a tragic and powerful
climactic scene.
With its scenes of male nudity and
eroticism, "Bent" is not for the
this play has
mu-row -minded but
the power to move. City Lights’
production is a bold venture, and
Director Kevin Kennedy handles the
transitions from hopefulness to
shock to utter despair in a gripping
and disturbing way.
Steven Weddle also delivers a
captivating performance as the
conniving, tormented Max. The
romance between Max and Horst

Andy Frazer - Special to the Daly

John Grady, Steve Weddle and Colin MacDougall in ’Bent’

PRESENTING: VIDEO IMAGING !

MAR. BOXES ETC. USA
-The Post Office Alternative -

Service

For

Special

Come in and see yourself in all styles
and colors you’ve always wanted!

Packages

o_wr 1

From
ill

ix
pk_

international
hair designs

M -F

Sat

Looks

Sun

10o

Call 1 -800-950-PREP
64 Shauuck Square Berkeley 204 F Street Davis 100 Hamilton Avenue Palo Alto
475 Hill Street Reno 1320 Mission Street Santa Cruz 50 First Street San Francisco
20 Magnolia Avenue. 1.iirkspur Mann

358-30,38

Judge Ladoris-Cordell
Starhawk
Lushiah Tiesch

’The ’Beauty
Supply Store
& Salon

MONDAY, MARCH 6
9:30am-10:30am
10:30am-12:00pm
12:00pm-1:00pm
2:00pm-3:30pm

Mg 10-7

Sat. 10-6
Sun. 12-5

9:30am-11:00am
11:00am-12:00pm
12:00pm-1:00pm
1:00pm-2:30pm
2:30pm-4:00pm

WOMEN IN PERFORMANCE

Self Esteem Workshop by Debra Curtis, MA Public Health. Costanoan Rm,SU
Women in Sports, Panel Presentation. Almaden Rm.
Judge LaDoris Cordell -Keynote Speaker. Ballroom
Starhawk: Witch, Feminist Peace Activist. Ballroom
Poetry Panel featuring SJSU faculty & students. Almaden Rm.

I roe 2 hour parking validation

998 -LOOK
10% Discount with Student or Staff ID
Free 2 Hour Parking Validation

FASHION
20-80% OFF

This ad good for

$5 off

a purchase over $30.
Bring it in!

SALE

ESPRIT COLLECTION
LUXURIOUS SILKS
ESPRIT SHOES
PARIS BLUES

SOCIAL AWARNESS

Women in Traditional Religions Panel/Discussion. Almaden Rm.
Sexual Health, Deborah Caust, Ph.D. Clinical Sexologist. Dostanoan Rm., SU
Watchout! The Band (Entertainment) Upperpad, SU
The Future of Abortion -panel. Almaden Rm.
Z Budapest -Hungarian witch, Presentation Costanoan Rm.

For

off with student or
staff I.D.

WOMEN’S WEEK 1989
March 6-10 at the Student Union
Organized by Women’s Resource Center
Funded by Associated Students

TUESDAY, MARCH 7

’The Pavilion
2nd Street
(between San Fernando
& San Carlos)

9-6
10-6
12-5

NEW TOWN CENTER
15495 LOS GATOS BLVD

STRENGTH THROUGH DIVERSITY

Angel’s Cleaners
& Alterations

HOURS:

STANLEY H. KAPIAN
’Take
Kaplan Or Take Your Chances

5 Town & Country Village
296-3303
San Jose

The Pavilion
2nd Street
298-3688

The LSAT. GRE, or GMAT is no different.
Take any one of them without solid
preparation and you’ll get blown off the
course. Our Job is to train students so
that they test their best, confident that
they have the sharpest edge. We’ve
done it for over one million test takers.

Pt

Gives you

Special

can still give a person the shakcs.
Kennedy said City Lights has
been trying to obtain the
performance rights to "Bent" for
four years.
Although the
performance is late in coming, the
chance for a local play-goer to view
the rarely produced play is one that
shouldn’t be missed.
We can never stop learning from
history.

can be exceptionally touching at
times, but this segment of the play is
also its weakness. While the buildup
and climax of the earlier scenes are
effective enough, the concentration
camp romance is too drawn out.
This over-emphasization takes a
little of the impact away from the
powerful last scene.
Despite this (law, the final scene is
beautifully executed by Weddle and

More

Information

Call

924-6500

THE SPRING
GOLD RUSH IS ON!
$75 $50 $25

OFF OFF OFF
18K 14K 10K
t\\
\inf

MUCH MORE!

Order your college ring NOW o
9,1

TWO DAYS ONLY!
Saturday & Sunday
March 4 & 5
11-5 pm
Dress. Rms. ,kailabl

.1( )ST ENS

Holiday Inn
1355 N. 4th St.
San Jose
(805) 642-2998 info.
Cash & Check

Date TODAY

_

Time 10:00-6:00 pm

Depot Required

$20.00

Payment Flans kilts

place

BCOKSTORF
’

/elate,

See our CoMplete Sn5 sett, WI on *splay
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Bloom County

Piraro’s plan paying off:
SJSU turns corner early
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By Matthew D. Anderson
able to stay on course and gradually make some moves
SJSU baseball coach Sam Piraro has a simple philoso- we think are going in the right direction."
Piraro lists his top three priorities as:
phy.
Be able to recruit the top players in California; become
Winning.
competitive in the Big West Conference; be able to
In achieving his goal Piraro, uses a set of rules that attract fans into SJSU’s facility, Municipal Stadium
pertain to life-not just baseball. He stresses that his
Last season, the Spartans were picked to finish sev
players work hard at all times, be on time to functions
and keep their grades up. He also requests that his play- enth in the eight team conference. SJSU finished fourth
ers be gentleman at all times along with knowing all the in a league that sent its top three finishers to the College
World Series. The Big West was recently rated the third
team plays and signs.
strongest league in the country by Baseball America
A Spartan player will never be heard openly ripping magazine. Piraro’s goal this season is to fmish in the top
or taunting the opposition, to get respect you have to three.
give respect.
Former SJSU Coach
Menges, agrees, saying
. "Coach makes you stay confident and not get cocky," "Baseball has become soGene
important now. This conferpitcher Chris Martin said. "He wants us to stay with ence is outstanding,
East Coast schools are now recruitwhat’s gotten us here."
ing out here."
Piraro has been an assistant or head coach for the past Piraro was tutored under Menges,
first as a player, then
16 years and has never had a losing season.
as the junior varsity coach before becoming the top
. In his third season at SJSU, Piraro is establishing a assistant.
winning tradition. So far, it’s working.
"Sam first came out as player," Menges said "but I
After winning 62 games his first two seasons, this could see his knowledge ofa baseball
was outstanding, so
year’s team is off to a 15-1 start. The team is ranked I made him the
iv. coach. Sam has done an outstanding
Ilth nationally by ESPN.
job, I don’t think the Spartans
He is a simple, hard-working man who who has spent better prepared than they are." will play a team that is
more time facing the sun than hiding from it. From Even with the success of the team this year,
Piraro is
behind his bushy mustache, Piraro is strong, firm and staying within himself. "People are going to look
at this
quick to correct a player’s mistakes. Off the field, he’s program, but it takes time it doesn’t happen
overnighi"
personable, open to help players with personal and team In his attempt to reach his goals. Piraro has
instilled a
- problems.
hard work ethic in his players.
we play in games
When recruiting, he holds a session where he sits a is the way we practice," Piraro"How
said.
"We
don’t
forget
Player on his couch and talks to them about anything our roots. We’re definitely blue collar, and there’s
no
except baseball. He wants to know about them as peo- shame in being blue collar."
ple as well.
Former player Jeff Knopf, one of
Spartan pitches
"I look at the personal side of the kid, I want to know to throw a no-hitter, says Piraro " Istwo
very intense. He
. what makes that person tick," he said.
tries to simulate practice to game
"This next year will be very significant in recruiting," bring out the best in everyone-andsituations. He tries to
usually succeeds."
Piraro said. "If we can bring in a good class, then I feel Piraro may have a journeyman he
work ethic, but he’s
we will be on schedule the way that I want." Piraro always open to innovation.
recruits a lot from the community college ranks-21 of
the 35 players on this year’s team come from two-year "Coach is always thinking of new ways to improve."
schools. Piraro has found that transfer players have pitcher Chris Martin said.
And, of course, his ways are working.
been "tough-minded kids. I like tough kids."
"When I came here,! had a five-year plan in which we "He like to get things right," pitcher Ron Madcins said.
could get this thing rolling," Piraro said. "We’ve been "He’s a winner and he gets the job done."
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Latchkey Diary

ARE YOU PAYING too much money
tor life insurance? Find out by
calling (408) 274-6866 for no obinetion free estimate
’BLACK & DECKER Career information
session today 12 30-1 30 pm Guadalupe
Room -Student
Union
come lind out why the Black &
Decker sales tome ranks in the
top ten.
FREE VISA MASTERCARD & SEARS
application tor college students.
Just send
sell addressed
stamped envelope to KAIHATSU
MARKETING. 734 S 4th St Box
5, Philadelphia, Pa 19147 Apply
today tor your future.
FREE. WHITE CAT - 9 month. old
Lively. fun, cute. even neutered,.

1000.

BLACK & DECKER CAREER informa-

STUDENT DENTAL OPTICAL PLAN
Enroll Now. Save your teeth. eyes
and Money too Cleenings and office visits at no chsrge For brochure see AS office or Student

406-976-2002
SOUTH BAY BUL L ETIN BOARD
Something tor every Interest, Roadventure

Leave your message or you un
hear six me.ages horn others.
try It. you’ll be glad you Old Call
dully.
Message. change frequently Only $2
any loll

nio Rd. Suite 112. Loa Alto.. Ca
94022)415)849-2933
COUNSELOR DIRECT CARE STAFF
needed it reskiential facialaa for
young Putts & adolescent* with
Full
autism rented disabilitles
and part time positions eveillabn
Storting 14-14 251,, Cali (408)

fitness. co-ed. NYS calm 100 pontions sports, crafts, many 0th.
en Camp Shane, Ferndale, NY

ext. M-1103
WANTED - COLD CALLING mantes
M F Must have good phone voice
Work on gala for local broker
$5 50 hr start
COnunlealOn Call
Steve at 725-0100
WANTED - MANAGER FOR vIctorlen
rooming house near carpus Experience and refs 296-2374 an..

TOTAL LOVE OF MY

,
IOW

Daily Interruptioi

resume to BCS int I.700 St Marys
PI
Suite 1400 San Antonio
TX 78205 or 800-624-2526 Est 856
FURNITURE CO need* pert -time help
days answering phonn, filing
Call Judy, 435-1344
HARDWARE TECHNICIAN DCS seek
Sr computer Eng ennor for
Jr
technical position, fanner ea
IBM 803181 80206 PC board enviPlease call
ronment
Part full
Fella at (408) 437-1003 or apply In
an
10 minutes
person after S00 p
driving from SJSU Secretarial or
receptionist with marketing potentiel otso heeded Good English

SEIZED CARS trucks. boats. 4 wheelers. motorhomes, by FBI, IRS.
DEA Avantbla your area now

Inas & obn to operate office
computer preferred
IMMEDIATE OPENINGS - pert-hme
month No etperl.
05130-52,000
ence necepary Cal Mark Ons-

LIFEGUARDS

75 NOVA 2-dr. auto, current loge M.
0.11 5600. 80 9-11 pm week
nights. all day plurday Keep trying 972.9940,
940105 Jetktar I Good Cook Runs.
Need. TLC. call 924-6975 $450

COMPUTERS
IEIM TURBO X T Claw. 70 MOND 2
graphics,
color intr,
floppy,
extras!
many
programs
and
S1.600 0150 (40111) 971.7645

4

year
now

evellable
Salary Lank.. SS 50-56 4011r
Pool annemsre 67.00-68 8091
Call 9424470
round posttlons

CON (805)0$2-7555, eel C 1255
SJSU IS SELLING 1967 Ford Pickup
by gen. Old only San starts 227.59. 0118 ends 3-3-89 at 2 00 pan
For info call auto shop 924-1975

SEASONAL
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OVERSEAS AND CRUISESHIPS EMpetitions
Deny
PLOYMENT
Work month - home month Call
(405)11112-7555, sert, 8-1062

(805) 112.7914,800. 8-1062

NEW!’

Twin 585, full $09. queen $ue
king $1116 You gel both Mee.
Bunkbeds 1129 Eledfnmes avell.
Pie now 11 your bed Ian I giving
you Me comfort or the support
you Me why not gel new bed?
Our beds are very cornfonstrie &

RECORD STORE CLERK PT fiends
hours Must be IS or older Apply
In person et Underground Re-

OFFICERS/PROCESS
SERVERS FurVisen Oro foetidly
officer’s all PM* Full/pert Pm
evening pro.. servers We Pe
nein Apply in person Mon-Fri,
9AIA-4P111. 260 Merl.. Ave, 550

SECURITY

HELP WANTED
ADDRESS ENVELOPES 5500 00 km
per week Send SASE Renate
Associates. P0 Be. 3247, loll
Jo., CA 9512$
hes

etirms. (0. in 312 Cal cline
51814 lir Send 52 for Info-appl
pocket AYE Director, 245 DMon
Dr. Lender WY 82520
AUTOMATED VAC EOPMT OPERA.
TORS needed on grewyd arifft
end wee.. nal (76-40 hr. work
wee& ) Plana. 14 yrs MOM00
Mee eseembly am 01 wan ad III

Tomas & 01.11)

HOUSING

all beds up to secutiv. We
offer 20 postscript laser printed
copies or your new. aus 20
matching pvetopes for nal 630,
FREE DELIVERY FM.. Designs, (415)9649193

seerch etc Ann: 993-1709

Books-Computer

Loans.

Corn-

penthre Servings Rat.
Fne
Check Prang/Cashing
Menu
nature Hanover GSL S Ve
lust. Member Privileges Cali
947.7273 or drop by our office al

REPOSSESSED VA A HUG HOMES
evaiisble hom government tram
St without credit cheek. You repair Also tax deineuPt foveae

OM and San Selvdor
MONEY FOR STUDENTS?? We ranch
students vdth remittable flnenciel

Pres call (505) 6112-7556 eel 1.41513 for repo lel your area

old regard*sa of grades or Minty
income Lel our unique computerised lading service provide you

ROOMMATE TO SHARE large room In
2 Ulm spl 2 blocks from campus $200
unit,. Call Leigh at

01111 a custom Net of bouts.
After you 1111 out dote form, our

27941150
VERY NICE 2 bedrrn 2 11th apt (cleen.
neer SJSU Plata call 266-9157
for Into
3

UNITS

AVAILABLE

(I)

carriage

house apt (2) apt or saved bath
(3) room Phone 298-7374 Non-

PERSONALS
ABORTION

ALTERNATIVE

-

confidential

Call

collect

Have
(916)

823-1225
ECCLESIA

emosnco,

compute,

Plea.

only

tines

sources sou ere qusIffted to receive, thus etteurIng the beet possible II1 Our service Is iovreost
and guaranteed! Cal or write.
Student Aid Services, 106 E Fremont Ave. 517g SunnyveN. CI
940.7. I -1100-USA-1221, .01.9153
PLANNING A WEDDING? Looking for
service
non-denomlnellonal
w prenatal pm? Men now for

smoker. no pets

SACRAMEN.

TORUM For gnonks, Wigton le
God’ son. of mystery. na
man insistence on dogma Celebrate that mystery with us at

Penner ceremonies.
Larson .1 257-7123

Cal

Rev

PROFESSIONAL DISC JOCKEY by
Desk. Michel, formerly of KILIS
000 08 got It,. party. 005 05 get
the rhuelcr Igchel Production.
provides wide whin el Men
lot your wedding deny or dance
It reesoneble nine Call Desiree

PROOFREADING.

EDITING,
RESEARCH’? ()uglify work Call OFF
at (408)792-7029

SEWING AND ALTERATIONS Casual
and evening wear, specializing in
weddings. formal, etc REASONS.
BLE RATES. aunty work in Wil
iow Glen area cell Marla et 448.
5494

EDGE ABL F to typing that tops
Iron TONY. 290208? Thanks
St SO per page drank speCed
Auslieble seven days weekly
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AAAA.ALWAYS AVAILABLE AND AF.
FORADABLF Professional word
processing. letter quality. ree
&Pablo rates. quick turnaround
Call Shelly (408)247.7520
AAH. WHEN OVERWHELMED by re
pons to In typed RELAX AND

jackets Ourany won at ninnonaDie rat.
SJSU DISCOUNTS
Gonna Doug at (408)262.7377,
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term papers. the... reports 01.11
kinds Student rotes ’Or Under’
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BEAUTIFUL PAPER every Um*, Pro.
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money back Call (805) 682.7555
owl M-I 103

icn that include fast turnsround
quitrent. copy, grarnmer editing,

RESEARCH
SERVICES
Academic, peep thesis assis-

tance Ghostwriting Pang, resumes. word-proc.sIng All sublects
Gualltied
renters
Re
writing Catalogue Work guar
anteed
Low rot.
Collegiate
Communications Berkeley (415)
641-5036

"MAZATLAN SPRING BREAK PART,
FRS" 8 day to party w college
tours Only $219 by train 9,3910
fly Call for info 1400-520-6025"
TWA OFFFERS SJSU STUDENTS 100.
Ott anywhere any fare Purchase
your TWA student discount card
now Alp son Pout TWA GET.
AWAY credit cad Call Andy at
(408(2974809.TWA campu rep

TYPING
AAAA-ACCURACY,

ABSTRACT WE RE NOT. Academic
word processing our specielty
Gurent.0
quality
pcurecy
Fr. disk storage proofing Flee-

reports.

theses

(up

Science).

etc at 2514449
ACADEMIC & PROFESSIONAL desk.
top publishing A word processing
reports,

Papersthesicreskinurs.
manuscripts & group

protects welcome Student rel..
mln frrn campus nr 680 & McKee
(BEEIRYESSA area) To ensure
on
pep*r a
your
completion
schedule ...roe your tim early
PJ-923-2309

ACHIEVEMENT

ACCOUNTABIL ITY

laser printer. graphs and so much
more Call PAMELA .1 )401) 946
3662 to reserve your time now
Only IS minutes from campus

sonable Isles We re lest dependeble. grarnrnaroxparlenced Col.
opa grade. $o call us with papers.

TRAVEL

ACK NOP

Ott, Si , San Jose We seso train
clergy. both nu. *Ph/rule. who
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ELECTROLYSIS CLINIC - Urreented
hair removed Keever Specialist
very
own
Confident.,
your
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Ave . San Jose

LUTHERAN CAMPUS POMPOM every
Stoney morning at 1040 AM at
Campus Christi. Center. 10111 &
Son Carlos For more IntormatIon
Pout PM.. call Rev Non
Flrnlieber et 294.0204
T-SHIRTS- Make mon.y for your SJSU
Club, Frelernity, Or Sorertly by
wiling custom SIP screened T

Close to school Available night
and day Rush lobs re my spec,
ollty Call Pam et (408) 225-5025 or
(408)225-9009
CALL LINDA TODAY for experienced.
proteaslOnal word
processing
with Laser printer Trwiles. term
papers, group protects. etc All
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including
APA
St 75 pep double span (10
pitch) Gulch return Tripp-lotion

LEAVE THE TYPING TO ME Grad-

OR MASTERCARD. Even II
bankrupt or bad credit, We guar.
ant. you card or double your

WRITING.

Al SECRETARY WITH COMPUTER

,0 turnaround All work guar.

T-SHIRTS for friderna.. sororities.
clubs. busing. Custom prep
printing on shirts, sweats. and

VISA

your papa? Call Mary Ann at
Ann e Senn Clan 241.5490

ant.d Thanks

ANN’. WORD PROCESSING The....
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et the VIvan Chapel of Me lel

cords, 371 S Feel St

cheep Cell 945-8554

or PhIl at 2704940 or 922.7359
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Join WSFCU - Your stuslent Credit
Uni00-N.0ns Include TultIon-

GUARD SECURITY. 3212 Scott
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DEN TYPING WORD PROCESSING
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term papers rernnuscripla.
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Type
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GO WITH THE BEST. top-quality .c.
fennel service for ALL your
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WORD processing needs Graphite. Cherie, lettere, reports. menu.

mats) Equipment used
Word
Perfect & HPL aserJetil Consider.

scripts,

reauniae, term paper.,
the.. Let our tvorde work tor
you’ Idling. grammar A spell

able business experience and tor.
rner English mem.
WI( OW
GLEN area

checking All work done on
PS laser Printer, or printing from
your disk Both IBM & Mac II corn.

COMPUTER- lasteccurste. near HarnMon & Winchester. Campbell Call
SHIRLEY et 379-3519 SI 50 per

piers Specks! Student rate’ Cal
Minty.s WORDWORKS at 253WORD or 253. WORK
PROFESSIONAL TYPYING & WORD

EVERGREEN
WORDPROCESSING
On campus pickup delivery Let.
ter quality Term papers. group
protects. theses. resumes. faculty
propcts. etc APA. MLA. Turablen
formats Omit guar (27 yrs "up)
Call

Ros 774.3684 lie.n, rt..
sago vallable 7 days work
EVERYONE

NEEDS TYPING sometime Why not rnalr the best Impression? A rently.typed paper
gett a higher grade For the ben
muff, call Sorban. el
WRITE TYPE - (400)972-9430

AN EXPERIENCED SECRETARY for
your academic. business.

legal

PROCESSING IS years xperlonce Reasonable rates & fest
turn -around Close to campus
Phone 292-4098
RESUME MUTING & TYPING SVC
Reports & applications word pm.
Carol, consultations
cooing
Bay area. El professional service Career Center, Ills Sun
Blvd, Santa Clare 243-4070
WORD PROCESSING, transcription
Term papers, thee., resumes.
manuscripts
Fast turnaround
Free ask storage Experienced
typist and Mall tranurlber 345I 393
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United Methodist Church, 24 N

NEEDED PART TIME sales Insistent
Florida 20-30 hour. per week
Grail opportunity for sales train-

C VERSE AS AND CRIASESHIPS EMpositions
Many
PLOYMENT
Work month -010010 month Call

FOR SALE

PUBLISHING

B rochures,
flyers.
graphics
HIGHTECH RESUME DESIGNS of

pay Clean ran benefits We are
looking tor friendly people to
work in HI-tech. Apply VAN-

you considered ernalon All calls

toll et (408) 2744848

DESKTOP

DO YOU NEED HELP with
PePerT
Editing. word procfosing, and re-

at

John Lascurettes

ulty CP before June 1, 1969 end
get your inn appt it 1,2 price.
’Unwanted Half Diseppeen Wfth
My Care Given Channel, R E..
559-3500. 1645 S Beacom Ave
irC
’Hair Today Gone Tomo,

14146 hr to .tart 50 posIttons Reception Security. no en non FT PT,
day swing grave shifts Weekly

economic, bustneas. scientific & political condi.
Kona in home country for consulting assletance For Into send

knowiedge

BUY A NEW CAR hassle free for 10
money You pick the model. mak
and accessories We hod you the
best dere, no oblIgnion independent broker references call KEN
It 728-0619

Non-smoker. no pet.

12734 914-292-4045

$2,500 Excellent body 298-0331

!Memel.

details
VISA OR MASTERCARD. Even It
bankrupt or bad crept We OM’
pt. you card or double your
money back Call (806) 682-7555

FOREIGN STUDENTS & SCHOLARS
& Investors seek
foreign notional. 90th tirst hand

AUTOMOTIVE

YOUTH

tones Let me premenently roman your unwanted half (chin
akin, tummy, moustache. etc )
15% discount to etude,. and fac-

55.85 hr
Contact the Student
Union Director s Office tor turner

COUNSELORS WANTED Trim down.

BUICK REGAL LTD II. fully. Wed..
V5 main engine Runs greet

AMERICAN

cooling epplicatIons for evellable
student position. Pay Rate $5-

Bieck & Decker sale forme ranks
In the lop ten.
AVAILPOSITIONS
CHILDCARE
ABLE
Full and pert time permanent posIllons avellable Northern
California Nannies, 175 San Anto-

Health Center or call (408)371.11 in San Jose

SETS.

BARE ST ALL. Stop Penns waxing,
tweezing or using cher/nut Own.
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WHAT IWAL 17 Y.!
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If LANa!

LIFE!! MIS5 FRANCINE
NURFINGTOM

SERVICES

THE STUDENT UNION RECREATION
& EVENTS CENTER ell be ec

tion sesslon lofty 1430-1 30
pot Gudadalupe Room Student
Union Come find out why the

prices Monthly terms available
Call Man Face at (408)943.9190
for no obligation quote
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Call
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good coven. you can afford?
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friendship.

education
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Art: Class designs entrances
’,in Mtge

/
1111 ciciji 111112e bionic lin

tiers
"I think that if oure educated
you know mole about how to obtain
peace.’ he said ’ Besides. the
peace sign gets a had rap People v i
stialiie hippies when they think
ahout it. but it’s much more of a
noble sy mho!
Tcd
a iumoi maim ing in
riaphk tksitin iii.ide
model ion
IstITI..! 01 Mil IS-itiot giamte
standing at opposing angles. each
supported by a black figure repiesenting ’the victual struggling sal
dent who suppoi is San Jose State
my ersity .- he said
One student designed a model that

Workshop
page l
the good and had aspects of
business. He hopes his demonstration will give people sonic idea
w hat to expect
’What rin hasically teaching Saturday is a sun. Is al course in show
husiness." he said. "Since I’m in
tlie business. I think I have the advantage iii seeing what’s going on
behind the scenes. Hay ing worked hard to find sue Kopp says the business is Cs hellle I, emoy able
His show, business career includes
numy commosial spots. He is the
regulai Bay ale., host kg the Jerry
.es’. Is I elid1011
Reiallsi he el110 his lob. Kopp
is taking nine out of his busy schedule to teach
flow CVO . he won’t be concentrat-

consisted of three chutes leading
trom Fourth Street into the Old Science Building The model was supposed to he an attempt to represent
the variety of people at SJSt
Champion said two of the best
projects came from Glenn Hemanes
and T111111 H11}1111
Ilemanes. whom Champion said
had the best design, created a geometric arrangement between tour
large triangles that had both vertical
and horirontal nun einem.
Huy nh’s protect, a model with
steps leading down to a fountain
it Ii a ring suspended over it is the
design Champion said he would take
most seriously if he were a urns CrNUN :11.11111111s1i .1101’.
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NOT GOOD WITH
ANY OTHER OFFER

se

Wilbert’) Varela, 21. suffered
cuts on his forearm from broken
window glass, and head injuries
from the w mdshield of Cantu’s car
s/. hell he landed
His 51 -year -old mother. Aurelia
(iutierrei. suffered third-degree
burns on both hands before plunging out the window to land on the
ground between the car and the
house. according to Madigan.
Both were taken to Salmi Clara
Valley Medical Center by paramedics, he said.
Karl Miranda. in his 20s. suf-

Limm511.17E.
AUTORIDITAL
"WE RENT FOR LESS"
CARS/TRUCKS/VANS
Clean, quality rentals
Daily rates from $19.95
Visa,MC accepted but
not required
Unlimited mileage
Age requirement: 21
8 minutes from campus
W% discount for S J. S U
Students, faculty, & Staff
on weekly 11 monthly rentals
Santa Clara Industries
50 Umbarger Road
San Jose CA. 95111

(408)281-4666

Ns

FREE DELIVERY
tre

Poill plige

ing too much on himself at ilk.
workshop. because he feels that the
talents 01 111,11% klual students should
he con,nlcied lust,
-I conic into the session with no
preconceived notion of how I’m I
going to teach the students... he I
said. "I try to look into their back
ground, and go ii trout there.
Judy Rickard. marketing directoi
for continuing cdikation. said.
"I .ee’s a real interesting teacher and
gives the students a froin
trenches’ experience
Saturday ’s irkshop is open to all
adults in Hugh Gillis Hall I I g from
I I a 111 10 ; 11 111. .1111% SesS1011 IS the
bustit its,, 111 0111 Sale,: the Hell
I I
one is \
The lee liii each ses.ion is S70.
:Ind Intel e.ied
ncipants can regis
lei through the 11 lice of Continuing
111 L11111111.1 92-1-2645).
Classcs arc him tcd to 70 people.
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1
1
1
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Arson

blaze at 380 N. Fourth St. caused
an estimated $300 to the one-story
Victorian house. The number of
evacuees was unknown. Damage
was estimated at $300.
The fires were all brought under
control by 5:30 a.m.. Madigan
said.
In all cases except the Fourth
Street blaze, the fires originated at
the back porches of the buildings,
Madigan said. The last reported
blare occurred at the Fourth Street
house’s front porch.
There are no suspects in the
case, Madigan said, although San
Jose police pursued a bicycle -riding juvenile who looked like he
had dropped a "sack" which ap-

GOVERNMENT
EMPLOYMENT
in the 1990’s

DON’T MISS
IMPORTANT
PHONE CALLS
24 HOUR
Answering Service
$ 1O

REPRESENTATIVES FROM CITY, COUNTY, STATE
AND FEDERAL GOVERNMENT WILL DISCUSS:

PER
MONTH

How to get a Job in Government
-Job Trends

"SPECIAL.
’Pager with answering
service only $25/mo.

-Need for Professionals in Government

THURSDAY, MARCH 2
UMUNHUM ROOM, S.U.
12:30 PM
SAN JOSE STATE UNIVERSITY

3 months minimum sign up

ONE
STOP

preregistration 12:00 P.M.
Coordinated by: Institute of Urban Affairs, 924-5550
Career Planning and Placement, 924-6031
SJSU Career Planning and Placement Center services and programs are
provided without regard to race, color, sex, sexual orientation, national
origin, age or disability

COMMUNICATIONS

CALL

peered to contain flammable
material.
A "torch" of some kind was
used as the arson instrument,
according to Assistant Fire Chief
Lee Suess during a press conference Wednesday morning.
Madigan has advised downtown
residents to leave back porch lights
on and report suspicious occurrences to fire or police authorities.
Fire Marshall John Felde has authorized a $500 reward for information leading to the arrest and
conviction of the person or persons
responsible.
Anonymous tips can be made
through the SJFD hotline, 27 ARSON, Madigan said.

NOW!

408-732-6667
415-964-6667

Attention Art Lovers
All cash purchases

Save Time and
Money on Copies

are now 20% off with student I.D.
We carry Graphic Supplies.
Stats. - While you wait
Custom Framing, Art Supplies
Drafting Furniture, Mat

310 5 Third St
295-4336
481 E San Carlos St
295-55 I I

so
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fered injuries to his left foot after
he kicked a door open on the second floor before jumping out the
window. Madigan said. Miranda
was taken to San Jose Hospital.
The three injured occupants
were treated and released by
Wednesday evening, and were
provided shelter at downtown motels, according to Red Cross Public
Relations Director Angie Carillo.
A half hour after firefighters arrived at the Ninth Street bla/e,
fifth fire was reported at 706 S.
Second St. Estimated damage to
the two-story Victorian was S500.
The number of occupants evacuated was unknown.
Just before 4:10 a.m., a burning

Boards, Illustration Boards

kinkoss

the copy center

and much morel

Professional Art Supply

3637 Thornton Ave.
Fremont 790-0660

The Ultimate in Creative Needs

The Beach Comes To

San Jose State

O’Neill Pepsi Cold Water Classic

ANTA

Santa Cruz Feb. 28 - March 5
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500 Kamikazi’s

2 for 1 Pacifico

See World Class Surfers Ride The Waves Of Paradise Beach
175 N. San Pedro
298-WAVE

Kamikazi Thursday March 2
No Cover Charge With Valid SJSU I.D.
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